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In this paper, we present a new, easy-to-generate system 
that is capable of creating virtual 3D tree models and 
simulating a variety of growth processes of a tree from a 
single, real tree image. We not only construct various tree 
models with the same trunk through our proposed digital 
image matting method and skeleton-based abstraction of 
branches, but we also animate the visual growth of the 
constructed 3D tree model through usage of the branch 
age information combined with a scaling factor. To control 
the simulation of a tree growth process, we consider tree- 
growing attributes, such as branching orders, branch 
width, tree size, and branch self-bending effect, at the 
same time. Other invisible branches and leaves are 
automatically attached to the tree by employing 
parametric branch libraries under the conventional 
procedural assumption of structure having a local self-
similarity. Simulations with a real image confirm that our 
system makes it possible to achieve realistic tree models 
and growth processes with ease. 
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I. Introduction 

Realistic and natural 3D tree model construction and growth 
simulation have been an important goal in a variety of areas 
such as computer vision, graphics, and animations. However, 
the creation of realistic 3D tree models, as well as the 
interpretation of tree growth from existing tree models, is one 
of the most complicated and challenging tasks in the fields of 
botany and graphics, because of its inherent geometric 
complexity and ill-posedness. For these reasons, computer 
representations of trees need considerable efforts to achieve 
high levels of realism. With regard to creating 3D tree models, 
there are three well-known approaches: rule-based modeling, 
user-interactive modeling, and image-based modeling [1]. The 
conventional rule-based approaches, such as L-system [2], [3] 
or procedural generation [4]–[7], create recursive structured 
trees by introducing pre-defined rules or randomized 
parameters as a function of the position of the branches within 
a tree. These rule-based methods have been widely used in 
many areas as a general framework for tree development, 
because they are able to generate various complex tree 
structures from a small set of parameters. However, these 
methods have difficulties in modeling trees of a distinct shape 
specified by a user, as well as controlling shape parameters. For 
instance, creating a variety of similar tree models, each with the 
same trunk, is really difficult as any slight change to the rules or 
parameters of the growth model has adverse knock-on effects 
to the outcome of the final shape. User-interactive approaches 
[8], [9] generate a 3D tree model from a user’s 2D sketches. In 
such a method, the creation and addition or omission of 
branches, can be considered as part of a natural process in the 
creation of tree shapes. Although such sketch-based methods 
are a more intuitive way of creating tree models than rule-
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based methods, the approach relies heavily upon a user’s 
extensive and skillful intervention in assisting with the creation 
of a complex tree. The image-based approaches [1], [10]–[12] 
construct a 3D tree model from one or several given images 
and although this generally provides an improved visual 
realism, it does not animate the visual growth of the 
constructed 3D tree model. In fact, there are some commercial 
products such as ‘Speedtree’ [13] and ‘Xfrog’ [14], which are 
readily available off-the-shelf software tools for generating tree 
models, which have adopted a sort of hybrid approach by 
combining rule-based and user-interactive methods. 

Motivated by existing works [11], in this paper we introduce 
a new system, whereby it is possible to generate natural-
looking 3D tree models using only a single, real tree image as 
input data. Furthermore, the system is capable of simulating a 
variety of growth processes from the constructed tree model by 
utilizing our proposed measurement of the growth age. In our 
system, we focus on the more important tasks of extraction and 
abstraction of the tree trunk object, as their intermediate results 
directly affect the final structure of the model. To precisely 
extract the visible branch structure from the input image, we 
propose improved methods of current solutions [15], [16]— 
namely, normalized matting and user-interactive 
skeletonization, respectively. 

This paper is organized as follows: section II handles 
technical details of our system, section III validates the 
proposed system by performing several experiments, and 
finally, we conclude in section IV with summarizing the main 
contributions.  

II. System Details 

We begin with revisiting the digital image matting method 
and introducing our improved solution. Then, we illustrate how 
to construct the skeleton of a tree, how to apply a fractal 
starting from the obtained skeleton structure, and finally, how 
to simulate growth processes while taking the self-bending 
effect of the branches during growth into account from the 
existing tree model. In Fig. 1, our system flow is briefly 
illustrated.  

1. Visible Trunk Extraction 

As a first step, the tree input image is divided into the visible 
branch part and the other pixel colors. The visible branches can 
be extracted using the digital image matting method, where the 
goal of this method is to estimate the opacity (alpha matte) [15], 
[17], [18], under the assumption that each pixel value is a linear 
combination of the corresponding fore and background colors. 
In [15], Levin and others proposed the closed-form solution to  

 

Fig. 1. Overview of our system. 
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define a quadratic cost function from the intrinsically under-
constrained matting problem, under two important 
assumptions: fore and background color elements are 
approximately constant over a local window around each pixel, 
and each of the fore and background regions are a mixture of 
colors. As a result, the constrained quadratic cost function can 
be expressed as follows: 

 argmin

s.t.  , 0   1,  ,s s s  S
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C h
  

 

T       (1) 

where 1= [ ]N  T ( [0,1]i  represents a pixel’s 
foreground opacity) and L is a matting Laplacian. This 
Laplacian can also be written as L= D –A, where A is referred 
to as a matting affinity and D is a diagonal matrix that consists 
of diagonal elements .ii ijj

 D A  The set of constrained 
pixels is S, the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements 
consist of 1’s for constrained pixels and 0’s for all other pixels 
is Cs, and hs is the vector containing pre-defined alpha values 
for the constrained pixels and zeros for all others. Levin and 
others obtain an optimal alpha matte solution through 
minimizing the Lagrangian of (1). However, as addressed in 
[15], the closed-form solution to image matting has a tendency 
to assign some erroneous non-opaque alpha values to 
subregions located far away from any constraints. This occurs 
when using small windows on a fine-resolution image or when 
being given insufficient constraints on the fore and background 
regions (see Fig. 2). Meanwhile, partitioning a graph with its 
edge weights assigned by pairwise similarities, serves as an 
important tool for data clustering (for example, image 
segmentation). The digital image matting problem can be 
considered as the classical binary partitioning (bi-partitioning) 
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Fig. 2. Top: results of applying two different matting methods to 
sample images (toy and real tree images) are shown 
(using 3 × 3 window). (a) Input images (toy images of 
size 150 × 100 and tree images of size 420 × 400): white 
and black colors represent fore and background 
constraints, respectively. (b) Alpha matte using the
closed-form solution (we used the λ from [15] = 100). (c) 
alpha matte using the proposed method. Mid & Bottom: 
objective values for two tree image data when applying 
our method, and some intermediate alpha mattes of two 
real tree images according to convergence level. 

 
on the fore and background regions. Moreover, normalized 
cuts [19] is a method to deal with a graph partitioning problem 
in an efficient way by introducing a normalized cut criterion. In 

a graph theoretic term, the closed-form solution to image 
matting criterion (1) can be written as a total dissimilarity 
between the fore and background subregions, which is given 
by 

,ii ij ij
i F i F j F i F j B    

    L D A A T       (2) 

where F and B indicate the set of pixels of the fore and 
background regions, respectively. As formulated in (2), 
currently the existing closed-form approach only utilizes the 
sum of weights of connections across the distinct subregions 
(fore and background). To improve the performance (that is, 
alpha matte quality) of the closed-form solution, we propose a 
new criterion that is derived by way of incorporating a 
normalized term of the foreground region into the current 
closed-form solution’s objective. By taking the normalized 
factor into account, we can not only minimize the sum of 
weights of connections across the different fore and 
background regions, but also maximize the cohesion of alpha 
matte within the foreground region at the same time. Then, the 
normalized matting criterion can be determined by 
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Note that only the volume of F in the denominator of the 
objective function is considered. To obtain an optimal matte 
result from our new criterion, we employ a global optimization 
technique. Motivated by the existing work in [20], we use a 
quadratic programming after getting its quadratic one. Defining 

1/2 1/2 , W = D LD  1/2( ) ,q = D T  and 1/21
( )w = D
q

  

the normalized matting problem (3) is equivalent to another 
constrained quadratic problem given by 
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If the objective function is convex quadratic and the constraint 
functions are affine, the convex optimization problem provides 
a globally optimal solution [20]. We use the sequential 
quadratic programming method for the optimization problem 
(4) with the non-convex constraint that q depends on  (Here, 
we used Matlab's function, fmincon).   

As shown in Fig. 2, our scheme helps the foreground 
constraint to propagate to the only foreground-like color region,  
strictly under given insufficient constraints on the fore and 
background regions. In Fig. 2 and Table 1, five matting results 
of applying the two methods (closed-form solver and our 
method) to both toy and natural images are shown. From  
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Table 1. Performance of digital image with data images of Fig. 2.

 CF solver L T  Our method w WwT  

1st row data 1.395E-005 1.000E-009 

2nd row data 3.739E-005 2.600E-008 

3rd row data 4.541E-004 1.750E-008 

4th row data 3.179E-001 3.428E-006 

5th row data 7.198E-001 3.309E-006 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Extracted tree trunk result from given image and its alpha 
matte.  

 
several experimental results, we can notice that the 
performance of our method is more stable and prominent. Such 
a desirable result is due to the consideration of adding a 
foreground normalized factor. We incorporate our proposed 
digital image matting method into our system for extracting the 
visible branch structure (that is, the tree trunk) from the input 
image (see Fig. 3). 

2. Trunk Skeletonization 

Once the visible branches, consisting of the tree trunk with 
twigs, have been extracted from the given image through our 
proposed matting procedure, we next perform a skeleton-based 
abstraction of the branch object. The goal of skeletonization is 
to extract skeletons that are in accordance with human visual 
perception and to preserve the topological information of the 
original object, even in the presence of boundary deformations 
and protrusions. In our system, we try to construct tree 
skeletons that are as plausible as possible, so as to create a 
realistic virtual 3D tree model and its growth processes. 
However, for a complex tree branch consisting of lots of 
deformations and noise-like protrusions, it is quite difficult to 
obtain a precise skeleton—since noise leads to redundant or 
shortened skeleton branches (see red circles in Fig. 4 (Top)). To 
overcome such instability of the conventional skeletonizations, 
we employ a skeleton pruning method proposed by [16]. Most 
skeletonization algorithms consider only the local significance 
of skeleton points and therefore cannot guarantee to preserve 
the original topology. As shown in Fig. 4 (Top), the 

conventional skeletonization methods fail to obtain a precise 
skeleton from a tree-shaped image. The main idea of the 
current skeleton pruning method is to preserve the topology  
based on a contour partition into curve segments, which makes 
it possible to extract an exact skeleton of the global topology. 

The discrete curve convolution proposed by [21], can 
reduce the boundary noise and simplify the contour without 
changing relevant shape features so that the accuracy of the 
skeleton position with one that has a similar perceptual 
appearance is guaranteed. The discrete curve evolution of 
polygons is constructed in the following way [21], [22], [16]: 
In every evolutional step, a pair of consecutive line segments  
s1, s2 is replaced by a single line segment joining the 
endpoints of 1 2s s . The key property of this evolution is 
the order of the substitution. The substitution is achieved 
according to a relevance measure R, given by 1 2( , )R s s   

1 2 1 2 1 2( ( , ) ( ) ( )) / ( ( ) ( )),s s l s l s l s l s  where 1 2( , )s s  is the 
turn angle at the common vertex of segments s1 and s2 and 
where l is the length function normalized with respect to the 
total length of a polygonal curve. The main property of the 
relevance measure is that the higher the value of 1 2( , )R s s , 
the greater the contribution to the shape of the curve of arc 

1 2s s . Given the input boundary polygon P, with n vertices, 
the discrete curve evolution produces a sequence of simpler 
polygons (0 3)n kP k n     by removing a single vertex 

( 1)n k n kv P P     from the less-evolved polygon whose 
 

 

Fig. 4. Top: two conventional skeletonizaiton methods: 
Gonzalez’s (left) & Zhang’s (right) thinning results 
[23]. Mid & Bottom: differently segmented contours 
(different parts marked as circles), final skeletons 
(inner red line) obtained through our user-interactive 
skeletonization method and their constructed 3D tree 
models.  
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shape contribution measured by R is the smallest. In [16], they 
incorporated the discrete curve evolution into their skeleton 
pruning method to remove all skeleton points whose boundary 
points tangential to their maximal circle, lie on the same 
contour segment. 

 

Algorithm 1. Algorithm of user-interactive skeletonization. 

 Require : an alpha matte & the number of vertices m  

 1 : Extract the input boundary polygon P with n vertices 
 2 : while final # vertices m vertices do 
 3 :    Evaluate and sort the relevance measure R  
 4 :    if R is the smallest value then 
 5 :       remove the corresponding vertex 
 6 :       join the two consecutive end points 
 7 :    else   
 8 :       remain the vertex as a shape contributor 
 9 :       allow user-interaction in case of need 
10 :       (i.e., remove or create a vertex by user-selecting) 
11 :    end if 
12 : end while    
 
In our system, to design various user-wanted skeleton 

shapes, we propose a user-interactive skeletonization method 
that provides direct control (that is, merging two differently 
segmented contours into one, so that some protrudent sub-
branches, such as noise, can be easily removed) of the 
segmented contours obtained from the discrete curve 
evolution (see Algorithm. 1). As shown in Fig. 4, this makes 
it possible to achieve both precision and controllability in 
skeletonization. 

3. 3D Tree Modeling and Growth 

After obtaining the tree branch skeleton, we tackle the 
skeleton as an undirected acyclic graph. For converting into a 
graph, we represent a connected graph G(V, E) (where V and E 
denote a set of vertices and a set of edges, respectively) by 
taking each skeleton point xi as a node and connecting to its 
neighborhood with edges. 

In our system, to simulate the visual growth of the input tree 
in a natural-looking way, we take the branch age information 
combined with a scaling factor and the self-bending effect of 
the branches into account. We define a measurement of the i 
node’s growth age T(i)—which is in inversely proportional to 
the growth order—and a scaling control value of the whole tree 
size M(j), based on the pre-defined assumptions: (a) the new 
branch is the farthest away from a tree root on the branches’ 
manifold; (b) any branch that is thinner than others around it, is 
more likely to be a branch of recent growth; and (c) the self-
bending is caused by the weight of the child branches during 
growth. The measurement can be expressed as follows: 

1

1

( ) * ( ),

( ) ( ) , s.t. 0 < ( ) 1, 

i r p igeo
T i r x x w EDT x

M j r T j M





   

   
      (5) 

where j is an index of the latest branching node, xr is a tree root 
node, and EDT(xi) is a Euclidean distance transform of the 
binary object F that assigns to each node ix F  its distance 

|| ||min cb F ix b   to the background Fc. The symbol wp is a 
weight value (we generally used wp

1)
 = 0.001). The geodesic 

distance (Dijkstra) on a neighborhood graph well reflects the 
local structure [24] (see Fig. 5), so we employ the geodesic 
distance when computing the i node’s growth age T(i). The 
computed growth age T(i), specifies how much faster or slower 
any sub-branches should be formed compared with others 
being sorted (from the root node to any apical nodes). The 
whole tree growth process can be achieved by using the growth 
age value. In Fig. 6, 3D growth model examples of the initial 
tree trunk of Fig. 4 are shown. After finding out branch-wise 
growth rates to control the simulation of tree growth 
 

 

Fig. 5. Tree structure consisting of skeleton nodes and branch 
units. Euclidean distance between nodes xr and xi, 

i rx x , is denoted by a green-colored line on a space of 

skeleton nodes. Dijkstra geodesic distance, ,i r geo
x x

is computed along shortest path (red-colored path) 
between xr and xi. 
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Fig. 6. For initial tree trunk in Fig. 4, 3D growth model examples
generated according to our growth process. 

Growth process 

 
                                                               

1) Growth ages of some nodes can be changed according to the weight value, which leads 

to various intermediate growth models. In here, we regard the branch manifold structure as 

more important factor than the branch thickness when expressing growth. 
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processes, the 2D skeletons are further extended to 3D 
according to Gaussian distribution and directions of the sub-
branches, while their orthogonal projection in the input image 
remains unchanged. Our goal is to just construct a 3D tree 
model that is as plausible as possible when viewed from 
different viewpoints. Converting the 2D skeleton graph into a 
3D model is represented by a geometric transformation based 
on the following assumptions: for a parent branch having k 
sub-branches, all distinguished sub-branches are rotated around 
the vertical axis (that is, y-axis) of the parent branch coordinate.  

The rotation angles (0 ),i i k   have Gaussian 
distributions ( (2π( ) / ), )

i i
k i k   N  so that we not  

only express a spatial variance of sub-branches, but also adjust 
the distance between the lateral sub-branches to be as large as 
possible. 

Additionally, to create the whole tree model in a natural- 
looking way, we add invisible branches to the tree by 
employing parametric branch libraries where the parameters 
(that is, three rotation angles around the x-, y-, and z-axis and 
the scaling factor on the parent-child branches) are estimated 
based on the shape of the initial skeleton 3D model. Then, we 
utilize the inferred parameters with some randomness, under 
the assumption that a branch can be regarded as any subset of 
the whole tree; that is, the structure has a local self-similarity. 
The tree extends its branches by grafting new sub-branch units 
to the existing branch tips and sides. With these parametric sub-
branch units, three different examples according to the branch 
propagation levels are illustrated in Fig. 7. The growth order of 
newly attached sub-branches to the existing tree model is 
assigned in the same way (5). 

Meanwhile, the self-bending caused by the weight of the 
adjacent child branches is very important for the realism of 
growth animation. To achieve such a self-bending effect during 
the tree growth process, we assume newly added branches to 
be affected by gravitropism, which guides tree growth 
downward. As illustrated in Fig. 5, a branch is discretized into a 
string of skeleton nodes and branch units. The branch units are 
affected from the bending direction   in (6); a direction bent 
due to gravitropism. Each branch unit contains an affine 
transformation that represents its contribution to the curvature 
and length of the branch unit. The transformation of the tip-
branch unit from global-space to the local-space T, can be 
expressed as a product of the transformation Ui, of the mid-
branch units from the attached point to the current tip-branch 
unit. The transformations, T and Ui, are defined as follows: 

0

,  where ,

0 0 0 1

x x x x

y y y y
i i

i z z z z

l

l

l

 
 
    
 
  

T U U

  
  

  
       (6) 

 

Fig. 7. (a) Four sub-branch units: ‘L’ (red) and ‘Y’ (green) types, 
(b) one unit model: consisting of several skeleton nodes
(red triangles), circles (blue) are cross-sections of 
branches, and normal directions (red arrows) of branches, 
(c) several examples according to branch propagation 
levels (2-4 level), and (d) their top views. 

(a) 

Normal vector 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

 
 
η is a normal vector of the branch unit,   is a bending 
direction vector,  is ,   and l is a branch unit length. 

The tip-branch unit undergoes rotation due to gravitropism. 
To rotate the branch unit toward a gravitropism direction, we 
need to obtain the axis of rotation in local branch space, which 
is given by 

       1( ),  T T g



                (7) 

where g is the gravitropism vector. Using the axis of rotation γ  
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in local branch space, we get the rotational matrix for the 
rotation of the direction of the tip-branch unit toward the 
direction of the gravitropism with a strength of δ 

2

2

2

( ) 0

( ) 0
,

( ) 0

0 0 0 0

x y x z z x y

x y z y z y x

x z y y z x z

c a c b c b

c b c a c b

c b c b c a

      

      

      

   
 
   
 
   
 
  

R =    (8)  

where cos( ),a  sin( ),b   and 1 cos( ).c    The tip- 
branch unit, as well as the mid-branch units, are rotated toward 
the direction of the gravitropism by multiplying R with the 
local transformation of the branch units. The strengths of the 
tropisms are chosen empirically.  

III. Experiments 

In this section, we show the usefulness of our system through 
modeling a single, real tree image and simulating a variety of 
growth processes.  

In Fig. 8, we show the animation of branches affected by 
external gravitropism and growth processes, taking the self-
bending effect of the branches during growth into account. 
Gradually bent branches according to the growing level are 
illustrated in Fig. 8 (Bottom). 
 

Table 2. The number of skeleton nodes, memory size, and tree growth
simulation times for the three different results in Fig. 9. 

Model
# of skeleton 

nodes 
Memory size of 

model 
# of growth 

models 
Time growth. 

processes 

(a) 21,860 28.8 MB 184 24 sec 

(b) 13,348 16.4 MB 165 22 sec 

(c) 25,629 30.7 MB 186 24 sec 

 

 
As shown in example results, our system is able to generate a 

natural-looking 3D tree trunk model that is very similar to the 
trunk shape of the input tree image. Results in Fig. 9 show 
three different growth processes for one constructed final tree 
model: one is without considering the scaling factor at the left; 
another takes into account branch thicknesses, tree size, and 
branching order attributes during growth; and the other 
considers only the scaling factor at the right. 

Our current C++ implementation constructs a single tree 
model, as well as its growth models, in just a few seconds (see 
Table. 2). All times are recorded on a 2.9 GHz dual-core 
Processor with 4 GB of RAM. Our system also provides 
flexible user control for editing the output tree model by means 
of sketching (for example, adding and deleting branches) the 
intermediate result (matte image). 

  

 

Fig. 8. Top and Middle: two results generated from input images and their simulation results with self-bending effects according to level
of gravitropism (from left to right, we used δ  20, 0, –7, –14, and –25). Bottom: an example model and its growth processes
with self-bending effects by gravitropism. 

Growth process
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(c) 

Fig. 9. Several results generated from input images of different trees ((a), (b), and (c)). From left to right: input image, post-(trunk
skeleton) extraction, and final tree models from different viewpoints (front, back, and top). Input image’s three different growth
simulation results and first few magnified results of rightmost (dark blue) and center (dark brown) growth models. 

(a) 

(b) 

Growth process Growth process 

Growth process
Growth process
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IV. Conclusions and Future Work 

We have presented a novel, easy-to-generate system that is 
capable of creating natural-looking 3D tree models and a 
variety of growth processes from a single given tree image. 
Useful aspects of our proposed system could be summarized as 
follows: (a) our proposed ‘normalized matting’ and ‘user-
interactive skeletonization’ methods can provide an efficient 
way of extracting a tree-trunk part from complex backgrounds 
—with a few constraints (scribbles in here)—and can make a 
precise skeleton structure. Using these methods, we are able to 
construct a natural-looking 3D tree trunk model, as well as 
design more user-wanted 3D tree models. (b) The system is 
simple, and a variety of growth processes are created with ease 
by controlling growth-associated attributes (that is, branching 
orders, branch width, tree size, and branch self-bending factors). 

In the future, we plan to improve by creating more realistic  
tree models and showing comparison results with other 
competing approaches. For more realistic models, a variety of 
sub-branch units should also be provided. 
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